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Lehigh Valley Poetry Virtual Salon and Open Mic

• *Weekly on Monday evenings, 8:30 EST on Zoom

*First Monday of  the month features a “mini workshop” or prompt

*Guest performers and workshop presenters TBA

*All are welcome to share poetry and short fiction in an open mic format

*Free, respectful, positive, and community minded space

*Events are publicized on social media- please like/follow/share 

*Submissions open for your poetry, short fiction, essays, reviews, etc. on the 

LVP Press website- reach out for more information.



REVOLUTIONARY CENTO

• Since this is an election period, the idea here is to look at creative expression 

as a political act and examine a method that pushes the writer to explore 

political/radical/revolutionary source material to “comment”, through a 

collage of  words, on any aspect that we feel compelled to address. 

• Examples: Authority, corruption, systemic racism, reproductive liberty, labor, 

health, pandemic, civil rights, ideology, censorship, discrimination, capitalism, 

violence, protesting, activism, exploitation, education, journalism, etc. 



What is a Cento?

• A cento is a poem made from verses, passages, lines etc. from other authors, 

a “collage” approach to using source material to craft your own poem. 

• Text can be from the same poet/source or several 

The form goes back to the late second century, with different opinions on 

when and how poets used this technique and “authority” on what is correct. 

(Ausonius, 310-395, Cento Nuptialis, Faltonia Betitia Proba, Cento Vergilianus de 

laudibus Christi, both from Virgil, Justus Lipsius, Alexander Ross-examples. 

• Like all art forms, thinking has evolved over time and “rules” change. 



On Rules:

• If  there are different opinions and techniques, how do we know what is 

“correct”? 

That is part of  what makes any form a challenge for the creator, and how 

rules are used and interpreted/accepted/rejected is part of  the process!

• What is your intention? What do you want to achieve, convey? Why one 

form, or another? Why a particular technique? 

Techniques are tools. Experimenting with techniques, tools, rules, examples, 

formats, and styles can support structure and direct the intention. 



Sources and Constructing

• We will take a look at some sources, take note of  some lines that stand out, 

and spend a few minutes on a quick practice exercise. The goal here is to 

experiment, as this is a “mini-workshop”. You are encouraged to spend some 

time on further experimentation, and share your results at a future salon. 

• We will have links to examples of  poetry and materials on the LVP website. 

Searching for poems, essays, and materials on your own can be part of  the 

process. It is up to you to decide what sources to use, and what text. You 

might decide to focus on one essay, or poet. 



Sources?

• Poetry, essays, lyrics, newspaper headlines and articles, reference materials, 

instructions, political pamphlets, novels… Search for source materials that 

you want to use. 

• On credit: While some argue that all text, all words are “creative fodder”, 

many poets include references to their sources and feel that it is appropriate 

to disclose that the work is a cento from source materials. Notes at the 

bottom of  the poem can provide the original authors and sources. 



Example 
Excerpt from: A Cento on Emma Goldman’s “Anarchism and Other Essays”, Chapter Ten: The Tragedy of  Women’s Emancipation. Second 
Edition, Mother Earth Publishing, 1911. “Quick, Everybody Out of  the Typing Pool”, E. Lynn Alexander) 

“Quick, Everybody Out of  the Typing Pool”

Glorious, is privilege! Glorious, the disregard for Her.
For submission. Choice, Yes? 
Commands, conventions, an elopement of  yardsticks. 
Propriety measured by ladder. 
Hindrance. Satisfied. Hindrance: That either/or.
Reckless life? Typing pool or wife? 
Either/or/both/some/all/none
All, unendurable. None, unendurable. 
We find the Neither and the Or 
In poetry, in psychological sketches, in comment, in subsistence, 
In the inner life, in the artificial, in barriers broken, 
in growing empty and dead. 

She, as the rope in moonlight
She, as the stone walls
Who fail to lay stress
On their own ground 



Diane diPrima: 

Revolutionary Letter #8

…go to love-ins

With incense, flowers, food, and a plastic bag

With a damp cloth in it, for tear gas, wear no jewelry

Wear clothes you can move in easily, wear no glasses

Contact lenses

Earrings for pierced ears are especially hazardous

Try to be clear

In front, what you will do if  it comes

To trouble

If  you’re going to try to split stay out of  the center

Don’t’ stampede or panic others

Don’t waiver between active and passive resistance

Know your limitations, bear contempt

Neither for yourself, nor any of  your brothers 



Diane diPrima: Poetry Source Examples 



Source Ideas

*Poems *Novels *Excerpts

*News articles *Essays *Legal Briefs

*Policies *Manuals *Song Lyrics *Movies/Screenplays

*Public domain literature, articles, topic essays

*Journals *Letters

Pushing Through Discomfort

*Articles and essays with opinions that we do not agree 

with

*Political speeches or campaign verbiage that we do not 

like, and creating a statement 

*Unusual source materials

*Challenging materials

*Trying a method of  rules that we establish for ourselves:

Example: Opening lines, one character in a film 



Exercise: Use a source that you can view quickly, or use the excerpt below. Think about the text and sections that you 

might want to use and create a few lines (practice) that might form the body of  a future cento. 

Pete Seeger: “What Did You Learn In School Today?” 
What did you learn in school today,

Dear little boy of  mine?

What did you learn in school today,

Dear little boy of  mine?

I learned that Washington never told a lie.

I learned that soldiers seldom die.

I learned that everybody's free,

And that's what the teacher said to me.

I learned our Government must be strong;

It's always right and never wrong;

Our leaders are the finest men

And we elect them again and again.

I learned that war is not so bad;

I learned about the great ones we have had;

We fought in Germany and in France

And someday I might get my chance.

That's what I learned in school today,

That's what I learned in school.



Onward!

Feel free to continue with your 

experimentation. Suggested resources are 

on the Lehigh Valley Poetry website:

https://www.lehighvalleypoetry.org/re

volutionary-cento-workshop/

Please share your poetry at an 

upcoming LVP Salon and Open Mic! 

Thank you to the Easton Book 

Festival for the partnership and 

community. 

www.eastonbookfestival.com for 

events, information, and more! 

https://www.lehighvalleypoetry.org/revolutionary-cento-workshop/
http://www.eastonbookfestival.com/

